The global positioning system real-time kinematic (GPS-RTK) instrument is a commonly used instrument to obtain GPS coordinates in cadastral surveying, but its use is limited to unshielded environments. This study proposes a new method based on a visual simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithm that uses a stereo-camera to replace traditional methods. The benefits of our method are a higher measurement efficiency, fewer required professionals, and fewer restrictions on the operating environment compared with the traditional RTK and total station method. First, we propose a robust non-planar camera calibration algorithm that uses three non-planar chessboards to obtain intrinsic parameters of a stereo-camera to improve the accuracy of the measurement. Second, we propose a detailed algorithm that uses a stereocamera and known GPS coordinates to obtain unknown GPS coordinates. Using experiments, we demonstrated the effectiveness and stability of our method to provide accurate GPS coordinates.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the major tasks of cadastral surveying is to measure the global positioning system (GPS) coordinates of the boundary points by aerial photogrammetry, real-time kinematic (RTK), and total station instruments [1] - [3] . Aerial photogrammetry can obtain hundreds of boundary point coordinates in large areas simultaneously. However, this working mode is easily affected by weather and actual terrain, and professionals must set up many control points on the ground before starting the measurement [4] , [5] . RTK and total station instruments have been extensively used in cadastral surveying [6] , [7] . In an unshielded environment, GPS-RTK can be used to directly measure the GPS coordinates of the boundary points. A total station is necessary in a poor GPS working environment. Control points are established in an unshielded environment, and a total station is used to obtain the GPS coordinates. This measuring process requires two or three trained staff members to work together, which leads to high labor costs and lower efficiency. Thus, aerial photogrammetry, RTK, and total station instruments are not effective ways to measure GPS coordinates in shaded environments.
In this study, we propose a camera-based GPS coordinate measurement method that takes the place of a total station. The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Hugo Proenca .
The first step is to establish control point in an open area, and GPS-RTK is used to obtain the GPS coordinates of the control points. We suggest that the control points should be positioned as closely as possible to the boundary points, which can decrease errors of the simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) system. The second step is to place specially designed markers at control and boundary points. In this study, chessboards are used as markers, which are easily identified by corner detection algorithms. The third step is to hold a stereo-camera and move from the control points to the boundary points. The control and boundary points should appear in the images produced by the stereo-camera. The whole process is shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 shows that GPS coordinates of the control points were obtained by the GPS-RTK. Coordinates of the control and boundary points in the SLAM frame were obtained by a visual SLAM system. Thus, GPS coordinates of the boundary points can be recovered.
The accuracy of optical 3D measurement is easily affected by camera intrinsic parameters. Classical camera calibration algorithms [10] , [29] focus on single camera calibration, and planar chessboard should be used. Reference [28] gives a more generic camera model, which is suitable for fish-eye lens camera and pinhole camera. In [30] , the author puts forward a new cost function to optimize camera parameters. References [26] , [27] focus on multi-view system calibra- tion. Reference [8] and [31] design special environments to calibrate camera with other sensors. In all of these previous papers, chessboard or other planar marker is necessary in calibration process. We extend camera calibration algorithm based on planar chessboard to 3D chessboard, and obtain robust results.
In calibration algorithm, camera pose in the world frame is also optimized together with camera parameters. If the accuracy of camera pose is not high, the final camera parameter is also not very accurate. The accuracy of camera pose recovery is not high if all of 3D points are on the same plane, which is testified by [14] , [15] . The camera intrinsic and distortion matrices affect the accuracy of boundary points' GPS coordinates. In previous papers, world coordinate is determined by chessboard. They think that chessboard lies on x-y plane, so z-axis coordinate is always zero. In our paper, we place a total station in front of trihedron and 3 faces of trihedron are put on chessboards. Then we use total station to obtain corners' coordinates of 3 chessboards. So the 3D points of chessboard are in total station frame. The benefit of our algorithm promises the accuracy of camera pose in the total station frame, so the optimized camera parameters are not influenced significantly by the selection of corners and different image sequences compared to a commonly used planar camera calibration algorithm. The trihedron is shown in Figure 2 . Corner extraction algorithm in [8] is used to extract the non-planar internal corners. FIGURE 2. Trihedron constructed by three chessboards. Before calibrating camera, total station is used to obtain coordinates of chessboard. After obtaining 3D points in the total station frame, camera moves in front of trihedron and calibration process starts.
The study is organized as follows: in Section II, we describe the proposed algorithms, which include the GPS coordinate transformation and three-dimensional (3D) camera calibration algorithms. In Section III, we provide experimental results for the non-planar camera calibration and GSP coordinate recovery. Both experiments used real data. In Section IV, we provide conclusions about our experimental results.
II. DETAILS OF ALGORITHM
In Section II.A, we present non-planar camera calibration algorithms. Then we provide details of our GPS coordinate transformation algorithm in Section II.B.
A. 3D CAMERA CALIBRATION
In this study, we used an MYNT-EYE stereo-camera, which is a pinhole camera model [9] described previously [10] . The following parameters describe the pinhole camera model: fx, fy, cx, cy, k 1 , k 2 , p 1 , and p 2 , which are inherited from [9] , [10] . We construct the intrinsic matrix of the camera as follows:
where K is the internal camera matrix in Equation (1), k 1 and k 2 are radial distortion coefficients, and p 1 and p 2 are tangential distortion coefficients in Equation (2). Incident ray is distorted by Equation (2) in camera model.
where r 2 = x 2 + y 2 , x = x/z, y = y/z. (x, y, z) is 3D point in the world frame, (x , y ) is the normalized image pixel, and (x , y ) is the distorted image pixel. We moved camera in front of chessboard to calculate the intrinsic and distortion matrices. In addition to these two parameters, the camera pose was also used in the optimization process. The difference between the camera calibration and Perspectiven-Point problem (PnP) [11] - [13] is that PnP has a known intrinsic matrix and the image has been rectified by a distortion parameter. These two problems require the camera pose to be calculated according to be known the 3D points in the world frame. We know from the PnP algorithm [14] , [15] that if all the 3D points are on the same plane, the accuracy of the camera pose in the world frame obtained by PnP is poorer compared to the non-planar case. If the camera pose is not accurate enough, it will influence the accuracy of the intrinsic and distortion matrices. In this study, we constructed non-coplanar 3D points and calculated the camera model. In the planar case, the x-y plane of the world frame is a chessboard, so the z-axis of the point is always 0. However, in our designed trihedron, the world frame was constructed using a total station, and coordinates of points in the world frame were measured by the total station. Compared with existing planar camera calibration algorithm, our algorithm extends 2D camera calibration algorithm to 3D case. In 2D camera calibration algorithm such as [9] , [10] , There are three steps to obtain the camera model. The first step is to find the intrinsic matrix K using known 3D points in the world frame. The second step is to obtain the camera pose using the intrinsic matrix K from the first step, and then nonlinear optimization is applied to optimize camera pose. In the first and second steps, the distortion parameter is not considered. The last step is to optimize the camera pose, intrinsic matrix, and distortion matrix using an iterative nonlinear optimization algorithm. These three steps are also used in our 3D camera calibration algorithm. But 3D algorithm in every step is different from 2D case. Details of every step in 3D camera calibration algorithm are given in the following content.
1) The first step is to calculate matrix K based on the following equations (3) and (4), as shown at the bottom of this page.
[X i , Y i , Z i 1] T is 3D points in the total station frame. [u i , v i ] T is corner coordinate in image. We can transform Equation (3) to a homogeneous equation (Equation (4)). The elements in h construct H=K[R|t]. In 2D camera calibration algorithm, the x-y plane of the world frame is a chessboard, so the z-axis of the point is always 0, so the size of matrix L is reduced to 2 * 9 and the size of vector h is reduced to 9 * 1. Compared with 3D case, 2D algorithm discards constraint equation, which leads to un-robust and inaccurate initial value of matrix K.
SVD is the common used algorithm to solve linear equation, which is used in previous camera calibration algorithms. If a singular value decomposition (SVD) of L T L is performed directly, it was shown previously that this result is not stable [16] , which means that small changes in matrix L lead to large changes of vector h. This result is not stable because of the imbalance of the elements in matrix L. To overcome this drawback, we should transform the world point [X i ,Y i ,Z i ] T and image pixel [u i , v i ] T into a new frame and make the elements in matrix L as close as possible. PCA algorithm, which is often used to calculate normal vector of plane points and calculate homography matrix to ensure the stability of the result, can make the elements in matrix L closer. According to principal component analysis (PCA) [17] , we can obtain desired transformation T 3d that transforms
where p = x y z T is the average point in the world frame.
The PCA algorithm involves finding a transformation matrix R pca that can make R pca PP T R T pca a diagonal matrix. We can use a SVD to obtain R pca : SVD(P T P)=UDU T . R pca = U T and t pca = −R pca p are obtained by the PCA algorithm [17] . Then we use PCA transformation matrix R pca t pca T to convert original 3D points into new frame as Equation (6) describes.
After the PCA algorithm, it is guaranteed that (4) shows that constant value ''1'' is present in the matrix. Thus, we must balance X pca i , Y pca i , Z pca i T and 1 using Equation (7) and (8):
We multiply Equation (6) (9) and (10), as shown at the bottom of the next page.
We use a SVD to solve the vectorh.L TL = UWV T , and the last column of the V matrix ish. According to the equations
2d * H * T 3d . We use the iterative optimization algorithm Levenberg-Marquardt [18] to determine the H matrix. The cost function is given by Equation (4). Because Equation (4) is a linear cost function, the Jacobian matrix is equal to matrix L. We know that (11) , as shown at the bottom of the next page.
Thus, we should divide by a scale that guarantees that h 2 
The components tx, ty, and tz construct vector t, and r ij constructs the rotation matrix R.
2) The second step is to calculate fx and fy. According to common rule, the left top corner is the origin of the image. We set the initial value of cx to half of an image width and cy to half of an image height. We have known initial values of cx and cy, and we can transform Equation (11) 
If we use the first step result from 2D camera calibration algorithm, the third column in equation (12) will be missing, and the size of matrix H will be 3 * 3, which causes only three constraint equations in equation (13) . It is obvious that 2D calibration result lacks information of r 13 , r 23 , r 33 . This is the main reason why 3D camera calibration algorithm is more accurate than 2D case.
Based on Equation (12), we obtain the following:
(r 11 , r 21 , r 23 
Operator ''•'' is vector dot product. Equation (13) shows that 1/fx 2 and 1/fy 2 , which will be estimated, are linear. We transform Equation (13) 
The condition number reflects the robustness of the result. It is equal to largest eigenvalue divided by smallest eigenvalue. According to a previous report [19] , Equation (14) can obtain more robust results if the left-and right-hand-sides are divided by a column norm. Thus, Equation (14) becomes the following (15) , as shown at the bottom of the next page.
Equation (15) is used to calculate fx and fy. The initial values of fx, fy, cx, and cy have been obtained. The second step is to obtain the initial camera pose:
is the normalized image pixel coordinate. s i is z-axis coordinate of 3D point in the camera frame. Solving matrix [R|t] is the same as solving matrix H. We do not provide the detailed steps here.
3) The last step is to optimize the camera pose, intrinsic matrix, and distortion matrix using an iterative nonlinear optimization algorithm:
fx * r 11 + cx * r 31 fx * r 12 + cx * r 32 fx * r 13 + cx * r 33 fx * tx + cx * tz fx * r 21 + cy * r 31 fy * r 22 + cy * r 32 fy * r 23 + cy * r 33 fx * ty + cy * tz r 31 r 32 r 33 tz
x i = x i (1 + k 1 r 2 + k 2 r 4 ) + 2p 1 x i y i + p 2 (r 2 + 2x 2 i ) y i = y i (1 + k 1 r 2 + k 2 r 4 ) + 2p 2 x i y i
where [X i ,Y i ,Z i ] T is a 3D point in the camera frame, [x i , y i ] T is the normalized coordinate without distortion, and [x i , y i ] T is the normalized coordinate with distortion. In this study, we used the Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear algorithm which is also used in [9] , [10] to optimize the cost function in the last step. Compared with Gauss-Newton nonlinear optimization, Levenberg-Marquardt has faster converge speed and more accurate final result. But the difference compared with [9] , [10] is that Z i in our nonlinear optimization is not equal to zero. In Section III.A, we compare the planar camera and our non-planar camera calibration results, which demonstrates that the non-planar result is more accurate and stable.
B. GPS COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION BASED ON SLAM ALGORITHM Figure 1 shows the workflow of our system. The first step is to confirm the position to be measured, and we call this position a boundary point in the surveying field. Specially designed markers, such as a chessboard or ArUco [20] , are placed at the boundary points. The second step is to find an empty place that has good GPS signal quality and is as close as possible to the boundary point. The reason we do this is that smaller trajectories lead to more accurate GPS coordinates of the boundary point. The third step is to place a specially designed marker at the empty place and use RTK to obtain its GPS coordinates. We call this position the control point in the surveying field. The last step is to move the stereo-camera from the control point to the boundary point, and the specially designed markers should appear in the stereo-camera pictures. The whole movement process was as stable as possible. In our experiment, we used a chessboard as the marker because the internal corner of a chessboard could be easily detected.
Control and boundary points were captured by the stereocamera. Their coordinates in the SLAM frame are obtained as follows:
where p c is in the camera frame and can be obtained by stereomatching [21] , [ R wc t wc ] = T wc is the camera pose in the world frame, and p w is in the world frame. The world frame is produced by the SLAM algorithm and is constructed by the first frame. We can use the frame that first captures the special marker to initialize its coordinate in the world frame. After obtaining the initial values of the marker's coordinates in the world frame, we construct a cost function to refine the initial values: 
where R i cw p w + t i cw = [ x c i , y c i , z c i ] T , N is the total number of frames that capture marker p w , and u i is the distorted image pixel that corresponds to marker p w . Equation (23) optimize p w , which is a marker coordinate in the world frame. In this study, the Dogleg [22] nonlinear optimization method was applied to optimize Equation (23) using the Jacobian matrix given by Equation (24). After optimization, we obtained the coordinates of the boundary and control points in the world frame. The next step was to use control points' coordinates in the GPS frame, the control points' coordinates in the world frame, and boundary coordinates in the world frame to calculate boundary points' coordinates in the GPS frame. This is the classic iterative closest point (ICP) problem [23] :
where [R convert , t convert ] = T convert is a rigid transformation that can transform a point in the world frame to the GPS coordinates, p c w is the control point's coordinate in the world frame, and p c GPS is the control point's coordinate in the GPS frame. However, in Section III, we showed that this naive idea does not perform well. The drawback of this method is that p c w is affected by T wc , and a large trajectory error is associated with T wc . We know from previous reports [24] , [25] that the accuracy of a SLAM system is affected by distance. A greater distance leads to a less accurate camera pose in the world frame. p c w and p c GPS are input data. In Equation (25), we assumed that error is only included in p c GPS , and p c w is not affected by noise. However, the opposite is true: the error of p c w is much larger than that of p c GPS . In this case, we adjust Equation (25) to the following:
where [R inv convert , t inv convert ] = T −1 cnvert . We can recover T convert according to T −1 convert . However, in the experiments, we found that the results of T convert were the same using Equations (25) and (26) . Even if the T convert recovered by Equation (26) was more accurate, we still must use points in the world frame to obtain the boundary point's GPS coordinate:
where p b w is the boundary point's coordinate in the world frame, which is known, and p b GPS is the boundary point's coordinate in the GPS frame, which is to be estimated. In Equation (27), errors are also present in p b w which leads to inaccurate p b GPS . The above analysis shows that the point-based ICP algorithm is easily affected by the noise in T wc . To overcome this drawback, we propose a vector-based ICP algorithm, as follows:
where p c w is the measured coordinate in the world frame of control point,p c w is the true control point's coordinate in the world frame without noise, and e c w is the corresponding input noise. The p c GPS is the measured coordinate in GPS frame of control point,p c GPS is the true control point's coordinate in the GPS frame, and e c GPS is the corresponding input noise. Equations (29) and (30) are inserted into Equation (28):
We know that R convertp c i,w + t convert =p c i,GPS . Inserting this equation into Equation (31) yields the following:
t vector = e c i,GPS − e c j,GPS − R convert (e c i,w − e c j,w ). (33) The errors in the GPS coordinate are very small, so we assume that e c i,GPS − e c j,GPS ≈ 0. Equation (33) becomes the following:
Equation (32) means that we can use Equation (28) to obtain R convert , and t vector is related to the measurement noise. The next step is to recover p b GPS using R convert and t vector :
where M is the number of control points. The benefit of the vector-based ICP algorithm is that it takes the measurement error into consideration, which is reflected by t vector .
In Section III, we show that our proposed vector-based ICP algorithm is more accurate than a point-based ICP algorithm.
III. RESULTS
The algorithm presented above was validated for an MYNT-EYE camera. This is a stereo-camera that outputs 752 × 480 pixels in one image, and its intrinsic parameters are fx = 350.58, fy = 350.58, cx = 382.98, and cy = 231.59. We set the camera to auto-exposure mode and FPS is set to 30. The software programs ran on a laptop computer with 2.7-GHz quad cores in Ubuntu, and the SLAM algorithm we used is presented elsewhere [25] . The total station we used was an NTS-340R6A produced by SOUTH SUREVING & MAPPING INSTRUMENT CO., LTD. The distance accuracy of the NTS-340R6A was ±2 mm, and the angular accuracy was 2'. In our experiment, chessboard is used as special designed marker because that corner feature in chessboard is very easy to be detected. Every chessboard has 4 * 6 corners and the distance between every corner is 3cm. Our experiments were divided into two parts. The first part was related to the 3D camera calibration, and the second part was related to boundary point's accuracy.
In the first experiment, we used a stereo-camera to move in front of the trihedral chessboard and to capture 600 images. We randomly selected 60 images to calculate the camera's internal matrix and distortion parameters 20 times. The total number of internal corners in the trihedral chessboard was 72, and every time random 36 internal corners are selected to be used in the camera calibration, which means that 12 internal corners were chosen for every chessboard. Before the 3D camera calibration began, we used a total station to measure the world frame coordinate of the internal corner. In the previous 2D camera calibration algorithm, the world frame was determined by a chessboard, and the z-axis coordinate was always zero. However, in the 3D camera calibration algorithm, the total station determines the world frame and relative position of every internal corner. If the camera calibration is perfect and the input data does not contain noise, the camera internal matrix and distortion parameters should be the same every time. However, realistic input data contains noise, and we can only design an algorithm to be as robust as possible, which means that the variances of the camera's internal matrix and distortion parameters were as small as possible. Because the true values of the camera's internal matrix and distortion parameters could not be obtained, the variances are used to demonstrate our algorithm's superiority in our experiment. When we use 60 images to calibrate camera, Linux time thread is used to calculate cost time of our algorithm, and the average calibration cost time is 19.234s.
The second experiment tested the accuracy of the boundary point GPS coordinates. We followed the steps outlined in Section II.B. To provide true GPS coordinates of a boundary point, we used the total station to measure the boundary point's GPS coordinates. The error was a Euclidean distance between the true boundary point's GPS coordinate and vector-based ICP algorithm result. Our algorithm can produce real-time result on 2.7GHz CPU computer. The cost time is divided into three parts. The first part is corner extraction of chessboard, which costs 9.9s in every image. The second part is SLAM algorithm and [25] proves that ORB-SLAM algorithm can run in real time. The last part is vector-based ICP algorithm. The average cost time in our experiment is 20ms. In our algorithm, we use 10 keyframes to calculate boundary and control points' coordinates in the world frame. So after data collecting process, only 10 * 9.9+0.2 = 99.2 seconds is needed to calculate boundary point's GPS coordinate.
A. 3D CAMERA CALIBRATION VS. 2D CAMERA CALIBRATION
In this experiment, we proved that our proposed 3D camera calibration algorithm was more robust than the planar one. We put a trihedral chessboard in front of the total station and used the total station to measure the coordinates of the internal corner of the chessboard. In this experiment, we compare three different calibration algorithms. The first one is our 3D calibration algorithm, which uses all of 3D points' coordinates. The second one is 2D camera calibration method, which only uses one chessboard in trihedron to calibrate camera. 2D calibration method only uses one third of trihedron information. In order to take full advantage of three chessboards on trihedron, chessboards placed on different trihedron are taken as independent calibrating patterns. The third calibration algorithm is regarded as three images with a planar 2D chessboard placed on different faces, which is called 2D calibration using 3D chessboard. In our experimental settings, 60 random images are used, which means that 3D and 2D calibration algorithms need to calculate 60 camera poses in the total station frame and the third calibration algorithm needs to calculate 180 camera poses in the total station frame.
The first step of the calibration process was to calculate the initial value of fx, fy, cx, and cy. We set the initial value of cx to half of the image width and cy to half of the image height. Analyzing the variances of the initial values of cx and cy is not meaningful. Details about how to obtain initial values of fx and fy are given in Section 2.1. In this experiment, we randomly selected 60 images to calculate the camera's internal matrix and distortion parameters 20 times. The initial values of the variances of fx and fy are shown in Table 1 . Evidently, our proposed method was more robust than the other two algorithms. After obtaining the initial values of fx, fy, cx, and cy, we used nonlinear optimization to obtain the final values of the camera's internal matrix and distortion parameters. The comparison of the variances between the 2D and 3D camera calibrations are shown in Table 2 . Table 2 shows that our proposed method was more robust than the planar algorithm. The last two rows in Table 2 are internal and external errors. In this experiment, the total number of internal corners in the trihedral chessboard was 72, and every time we randomly selected 36 internal corners to use in the camera calibration, which means that 12 internal corners were chosen in every chessboard. Internal error is produced by the chosen 36 internal corners and external error is produced by unchosen 36 internal corners. The internal and external errors are defined by the following formula (36), as shown at the bottom of this page, where M is the number of internal corners, u i is corresponding image pixel, which was obtained from a previous report [8] . X i,w is the 3D coordinate error = M i=1 u i − P(X i,w ,k1, k2, p1, p2, k3, fx, fy, cx, cz, T i,w ) in the world frame, which is determined by the total station. T i,w is the stereo-camera pose in the world frame, which is obtained by the calibration algorithm. Table 2 shows that our proposed method was more robust than the other two algorithms. Only variance of k2 in our algorithm is a little larger than the third calibration algorithm. But this variance is too small and does not influence accuracy of 3D optimal measurement. The most important parameters are fx, fy, cx, cz and external error. Values of fx, fy, cx and cy are much larger than distortion parameters, so small variance changes in fx, fy, cx and cy lead to large errors in 3D optical measurement. We can see from Table 2 that the variances of these four parameters in our algorithm are much smaller than the other two algorithms. Another important metric is external error which describes how the camera model obtained by fitting conforms with real world not only to used corner points. Table 2 shows that our proposed algorithm had smaller external errors than the other two calibration algorithms.
B. GPS COORDINATE MEASUREMENT
In this experiment, we proved that vector-based ICP algorithm has higher accuracy than the point-based algorithm. A loop closure scenario does not occur in real measurement environments, so we did experiments in six un-looped environments. Datasets a and b were indoor environments. Dataset b was a parking lot. Dataset d, e, and f were outdoor environments, which were outside of our laboratory building. These three datasets had different trajectories. The trajectory of every dataset is depicted in Figure 3 , and red triangles are positions of the control points and boundary points. Figure 4 shows images that were captured for every dataset. There were 9 markers in dataset c, and two are shown in Figure 4 to conserve space.
The percentages in left two columns of Table 3 are defined as follows: where L is the total length of every dataset. N is the number of boundary points. p b i,true is the true GPS coordinate of the boundary point, which was obtained by the total station and RTK, and p b i is obtained by a vector-based ICP algorithm. Table 3 shows that the vector-based ICP algorithm was more accurate than the point-based ICP algorithm in all six datasets. The indices of the boundary and control points in Table correspond to the numbers in the red triangles in Figure 3 .
IV. CONCLUSION
A total station cannot be used in compact indoor and novisibility environments. This classic method requires two to three professionals working together, which reduces the effectiveness and results in high labor costs. In this study, we used a stereo-camera to replace the total station to measure the GPS coordinates of the boundary points. Our proposed new measurement method can improve work efficiency, and only one professional is needed. The most important advantage is that our method can work in any environment, including compact indoor and no-visibility environments. In Section III.B, we proved that our method is accurate enough to be used in reality. To ensure the accuracy and robustness of the stereo-camera, we proposed a new camera calibration method, which is different from a planar chessboard. In our proposed 3D camera calibration algorithm, we used trihedral chessboards to calculate the camera internal matrix and distortion parameters. In Section III.A, we proved that our proposed 3D camera calibration algorithm was more robust than the planar one. In the future, we will focus on special marker designs that are more suitable than a chessboard for real environments. BO ZHANG was born in Dezhou, Shandong, China, in 1989. He received the B.S. degree from Shandong Jiaotong University, in 2013, and the M.S. degree in electronic and information engineering from Shandong University, in 2016. He is currently pursuing the Ph.D. degree with the School of Instrument Science and Engineering, Southeast University, Nanjing, China.
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